
Roar VBS Drama Session #2 
 
Setting: Serengeti Escape Room.  Syd and Charlie are working through puzzles trying to 
escape in time for the concert. Pictures include Black Rhino, Explorer, Zebra snake in frame, 
giraffe, hippo, cheetah, wildebeest, elephant.  
PROPS: Phone & walkie talkie in the room. Syd has fannie pack with dimly lit flashlight & 
other gear and is wearing watch. 
 
SFX:  African drums growing louder. 
 
Lights Up 
 
Charlie: Wow! This is intense! 
 
Syd: (afraid) Yea...do you think they will REALLY LOCK us in here? I mean...what if… 
 
Charlie: Don’t be such a scaredy cat, Syd!  
 
Syd: (a little hurt) Don’t call me that, Charlie!  
 
Charlie: (apologetic) Sorry Syd. I forgot about that time that bully was calling you “Scaredy 
Syd”.  That wasn’t cool. 
 
Syd: Ok.  Just please don’t.  (looking around room gets distracted) I wonder if this stuff is 
part of the puzzle? 
 
Video: HOST Pi #1 
 
HOST Pi Video 1: (FILMED FROM FACETIME PERSPECTIVE) Mhoro! (mho-ro) Hello, 
Good Day! Welcome to your Serengeti Wildlife Refuge & National Park Tour! My name is 
PAIDIWA MUSHAYMUNDA, but you can call me Pi (pronounced pie)! I will be your Guide 
today!  
 
In just a few moments, we will start our tour.(emergency sound on walkie talkie-host looks 
confused, then concerned & then picks up radio) Please excuse me for one moment. 
(Looking at guests/phone, then looks away to answer walkie talkie) Hello? This is Pi, what is 
the emergency? I have people here about to start the tour!  
 
(Syd & Charlie look at each other concerned...then back to video) 
 
Walkie voice: Pi, you’ve got to get them out of there! The poachers have been sighted and 
we have to help the animals!!  
 



Pi: Maiwe! (my way) Oh no! They can’t leave! Their ride has already left them behind! 
Perhaps they can help us?! 
Walkie voice: It is too dangerous to take them with us! Maybe they can stay behind and help 
us coordinate.  How much do they know about African animals? Are they qualified to help 
us? 
 
Pi: I am sorry friends, but we have an emergency.  Several animals at this park are 
CRITICALLY ENDANGERED species.  Will you help us?(wait 3-5 seconds for actors to 
respond) 
 
Syd and Charlie: (Enthusiastically) “Yes!” 
 
Pi: Great! First we must determine how much you know about our environment here. I will 
send you some questions and give you a few moments, please use the base camp phone 
and text in your answers as quickly as you can.  We must leave soon if we are going to 
intercept the poachers and stop them! I must go prepare.  Muitirwe nyasha! (muy-tee-rway 
nyah-shah)--Let Grace Abide. If I don’t hear from you soon, we will have to leave without 
you! (End Video) 
 
Slide : National Park default sign 
 
Charlie:(looks around and locates phone & pick up) Ok Syd, time to use all the amazing 
facts you have in that brain! Hurry!  
 
Syd: (looking around nervously and notices questions on the screen) OK, here’s a question. 
(read aloud when it comes on screen) On safari, we might run across a blank of 
rhinoceroses or a blank of giraffes. 
 
  
Slide  Question #1  On safari we might run across a ___ of rhinoceroses or a ___ of giraffes. 
 
Charlie: (make crazy thinking about it faces facing audience)  A group?...A herd?...A pack? 
 
Syd:  Actually, I think a group of rhino are called a CRASH.  And I believe a group of giraffes 
are a TOWER. 
 
Charlie:  A crash and a tower.  Those are cool names.(wait for next question)  Here’s 
another question.  
 
Slide:  Question #2  What is the closest living relative to the hippo? 
 
Syd: (¾ turn to audience & slide- read slide aloud)  What is the closest living relative to the 
hippo? That’s easy. (pause) A whale. 



Charlie:  What?  No way, a whale? 
 
Syd:  I know that sounds strange, but it’s true.  Hippos are related to whales.  
 
Slide:  Question #3 What animals on the Serengeti are considered the Big Five? 
 
Syd: Next question. (take a breath, then read aloud)  What animals on the Serengeti are 
considered the Big Five?   I think I know that one.  rhino, lions, leopards, buffalo and …one 
more.  Let me think. 
 
Charlie: (looks around room and see picture) Elephants? 
 
Syd:  Yes, that’s it!  Elephants! 
 
Slide:  Question #1 (repeats)  
 
Charlie: Wow! Amazing! We are totally gonna break out and get some park passes! And to 
think, I thought all your weird trivia knowledge was useless! HA! 
 
(Syd reacts with pride then confusion/hurt at remark)  
 
Slide:  Question #2 (repeats) 
 
Charlie: (look up at slide then at phone) Ok, must only be 3 questions, he said text it in. 
(quickly type out text and read aloud as it is done) UH...Ok! Number one is: CRASH & 
TOWER. Number 2 is WHALE! Number 3 is rhinos, buffalo, lions, leopards and elephants! 
SEND! 
 
Charlie & Syd wait expectantly for video to begin 
 
Video: Host Pi #2 
Host Pi #2:  YOU ARE CORRECT! I believe we can trust your Serengeti knowledge. But are 
you clever?  Can you solve this riddle?  (read dramatically) 

My life is measured in hours.  
I serve by being devoured.  
Thin, I am quick. Fat, I am slow.  
Time passes and wind is my foe 

 
A warning to you!  To conserve power, the lights will go off while you are pondering. 

 
Blackout except blue stage lights and screen provide lighting. 
 
Syd: (nervous & frightened) Oh no! OH NO! The lights! What happened to the lights!  



 
Charlie: (trying to console) It’s ok, Syd.  What’s that you said before about when life is 
scary? 
 
Syd: When life is scary God is good. Even when I walk through the darkest valley, I will not 
be afraid, for you are close beside me. Psalm 23:4. Ok, I can do this. God is with me. 
 
Charlie: Hmm, ok I guess, And I am with you. Everything is gonna be ok.  It’s just a riddle...in 
the dark. We can do this. (pause--think)  
 
Slide:  RIDDLE 
 
Syd:(still frightened) I am sorry, Charlie, I just don’t like the dark. 
 
Charlie:(looking up at slide) We need to focus...Don't you have a flashlight in that BE 
PREPARED bag of yours?  
 
Syd:(digs in fannie pack)  Yes! Here’s one! (takes out & turn on dimly lit flashlight-make it 
blink off & on) 
 
Charlie: Ok.  Now let’s get to this riddle. (Read Slide) 

My life is measured in hours. I serve by being devoured.  
Thin, I am quick. Fat, I am slow. Time passes and wind is my foe.  

 
Syd: (make flashlight go in and out, hit it) I guess I should have checked the batteries... 
 
Charlie: This is confusing.(notices flashlight) Too bad you don’t have a lighter or a candle. 
 
Syd: My mom would never let me carry that around…. hey! That’s it! 
 
Charlie: What are you talking about? 
 
Syd: A Candle! 
 
Charlie: Right, you found one? 
 
Syd: No! A Candle! Could that be it?? Is the answer CANDLE?? 
 
Charlie:  (tests the answer by reading riddle aloud) My life is measured in hours….yes. A 
candle disappears as it burns.  I serve by being devoured...candles melt down, so yes. 
Thin, I am quick. Fat, I am slow. The size determines how fast it melts, so that’s another yes! 
 
Together Syd & Charlie: Time passes and wind is my foe! YES!  



 
Charlie:  Your fear of the dark actually helped us, Syd! I would have just continued in the 
dark...here, you do it (hand phone to Syd) 
 
Syd: (Grabs the phone & texts speaking aloud)  The answer to the riddle is “CANDLE”! 
SEND!  
 
Lights Up 
Video:  Host #3 
 
HOST/Pi Video 3: (filmed in Facetime perspective) Great job!  You are definitely clever, but 
we believe you would serve us better as ground support. If you agree to stay here and help 
us, please press the GREEN button once. Please understand, we must lock down the 
compound, so you cannot leave if you decide to stay.  If you wish to leave now, please press 
the RED button, and the doors will open. Please make your decision now. I will give you a 
moment. 
 
Syd:(looks at his watch) This is fun Charlie, but if we stay here, we might miss the concert 
and I know your mom paid extra for these (gestures to pass)… 
 
Charlie: (hesitates & considers) Yeah, but this is so intense and so far we are doing great; I 
think we can still make it to the concert in time. Let’s stay and win the park passes.  Anyway, 
my mom just bought those passes to bribe me into coming here with you anyways.  I want to 
keep going. 
 
(Charlie goes over and presses the green button.  Syd is hurt by Charlie’s comments, but 
remains silent). 
 
Video:  Host #4  
 
HOST/Pi Video 4: Excellent! The first thing I hope you can help us with is to coordinate our 
efforts by choosing the best pathway. There are many places where the poachers might 
strike.  We intercepted a map and a cipher code and we think it will tell us their plans. I left 
you a copy of the map-it is all we have. We are leaving now and the other team is waiting on 
your instructions. You can text me or use the walkie talkie if you have questions or need 
help...although, (thinking) the poachers can use our same frequency and listen in if you use 
the walkie talkie, so only use it for an emergency! Remember, you are locked in for your 
safety. We are counting on you to decode the cipher and tell us the best route so we can 
catch the poachers before they hurt the animals! 
Thank you, and please hurry! 
SFX:  LOCK DOOR sound  
 
Charlie & Syd react to loud sound. 



 
SLIDE: Map 
SFX: Drums 
 
Charlie: Let’s get to work on this next puzzle!  (Notices Syd is hurt)  What’s wrong?  Is it 
something I said?  (Realizes he’s made a gaffe) Oh, brother. 
 
Blackout 


